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Abstract
Covid–19 pandemic has shifted face–to–face learning into the online one. This shift gives impact to teachers, students, and parents. Most of the problems face by both teachers and students are the internet connection and technological mastery dealing with online learning. Besides, online learning also gives impact on the students’ psychological condition. Online learning might also cause pupils to feel frustrated, tired, and idle faster. Furthermore, online learning causes pupils to become easily distracted and frustrated as a result of the quantity of responsibilities assigned by teachers. The teachers should find alternative ways to make online learning more attractive and motivate the students. One of them is using game during online learning or known as game–based learning. There are many game applications that the teacher can use in their online classroom, such as Kahoot, Wordwall, Quizwhizzer, www.learningapps.org, www.liveworksheet.com, www.flippity.net etc. Teachers can create games with those application, even teachers can create worksheet too. Teachers are supposed to get trained on how to make distance learning experience more interactive and the students get motivated.
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Introduction
COVID–19 pandemic has shifted the previously face–to–face learning into the online one. Online learning is actually not something new in education. Online learning is growing rapidly with advances in information technology, especially the internet. But actually this online learning can be traced back to the first time in 1960 (even when the internet was not yet invented) at the University of Illinois, USA. At that time students learn from computers that are connected to form networks. Later in 1980, online classes were offered at the University of Toronto. In 1989, the University of Phoenix became the first educational institution offering online learning both bachelor and master degrees. Meanwhile, in 1990, The Open University of Britain started to hold distance learning for the first time [1].

Meanwhile, in Indonesia online learning is also not something new actually. Online learning in Indonesia has been pioneered since the 1980s and developed rapidly in the 2000s. However, it seems that not many educational units in Indonesia are implementing online learning. This online learning found its momentum in early 2020, with the Covid–19 Pandemic. This pandemic has forced all educational units in various parts of the world to implement online learning activities.

Online learning is the best alternative and solution. According to Reimers in [2], online learning is a very helpful medium in overcoming the issues of the world of education during the COVID–19 pandemic. Online Learning is a part
of distance learning. It is broadly learning through media and electronic technology, so some call online learning as e-learning. Online learning uses a lot of information and communication technology in its implementation [3]. Online learning is carried out by utilizing internet technology so that it can be carried out anywhere and anytime. Mastery of technologies, especially those related to computer competencies and internet by teachers and students are important things in online learning [4].

For students, mastering computer skills and internet is not something that is difficult. They are digital natives which were born at the same time as the existence of the technology. They grow and develop with the technology. However, the opposite thing happens with the teachers (the digital immigrants) who were born before the technology appeared. Mastering computer and internet skills become a new challenge for teachers. Teachers have to try hard to be able to adapt to the generation they are teaching now [5].

Perhaps, there are still many teachers who are reluctant or delaying to improve their ability in terms of mastering technology in education before the Covid–19 Pandemic. Previous learning style which was less in contact with computers and internet has contributed to the teachers' reluctances on using technology in teaching and learning activities. However, with Covid–19 Pandemic, like it or not, teachers have to start learning things related to online learning such as learning platforms (Google Classroom, Edmodo, Moodle, Canva), searching for teaching materials on Youtube, making learning media such as learning videos, etc.

Applying online learning during Covid–19 pandemic is not an easy thing since there are many obstacles, pros and cons. However, online learning is the only best solution during the Covid–19 Pandemic. With online learning, education can still run and the spreading of the virus can also be reduced. During Covid–19 Pandemic, transferring face–to–face learning to online one, particularly for teaching English is also a beneficial technique [4].

The transformation of face–to–face classroom to online classroom causes some problems [6]. Many studies discuss views and perceptions related to online learning during the Covid–19 pandemic, from teachers, students and parents. Parents' inability to provide gadgets such as laptops, computers and smartphones which are indispensable in online learning contributes to the lack of online learning [6]. Lack of learning equipment gives problems to the students in online learning. The common challenge faced by both teachers and students during online learning is internet connection. Online learning is widely dependent on internet technology, so a good internet connection will affect the smooth implementation of online learning. Internet accessibility is highly needed during online learning [6]. Many students and teachers complain about the unstable internet connection and extra cost for quota during online learning during the Pandemic [3]. The study finds that one of the 3 main problems faced during online learning is availability and sustainability of internet connection [7]. Poor internet connection results in students' inability to access the teaching media such as zoom meeting [6]. In addition, other problem faced by teachers and students during online learning is the mastery of technology in learning. To ensure that learning runs smoothly, both teachers and students must comprehend the use of technology, particularly learning technology and learning applications.

Online learning is closely related to information and communication technology, in fact there are still many teachers who have not mastered technology in teaching. Teachers and students are required to have skills in technology to teach online [4]. They must be ready to apply technology in their respective institutions. In addition, in 4.0 era, it is a must for the teachers to master the internet and technology in teaching [6]. Technological development in the 4.0 era helps the implementation of online learning in the case offering conveniences for teachers in the teaching process. However, not all teachers have the maximum skills needed in online teaching. The difference of teachers and students' mastery of technology can create a gap between them [4]. Most nowadays' students have no difficulties in operating learning application, managing their gadget to study during online learning. Therefore, some teachers still need to improve their skill in technology during teaching and learning process such as exploring learning application, managing their gadget, and creating teaching material or teaching media.

Teachers play an important role in online learning since they are the ones who control the learning process. E-learning as a distant learning medium introduces a new paradigm, notably the role of professors as "facilitators" and students as "active participants" in the teaching and learning process. As a result, teachers must develop effective teaching approaches and deliver engaging teaching materials, while students must actively participate in the learning process [8]. The teacher must be able to create an attractive online learning so that the students feel comfortable. According to Dhawan in [2], online learning might also cause pupils to feel frustrated, tired, and idle faster. Online learning causes pupils to become easily distracted and frustrated as a result of the quantity of responsibilities assigned by teachers [9]. Meanwhile, Syahputri et al in [9], mention that there are seven mental impacts caused by exposing their gadget screen, including weariness, physical pain (headache, shoulder afternoon, eyes afternoon), poor management time, feelings of isolation, and ambiguity about teachers' explanations. Teachers are supposed to get trained on how to make distance learning experience more interactive. In addition, the students get motivated during the online learning.

One alternative to make online learning more interesting can be done by the use of games during online learning. It, hopefully, can help the students not to get bored easily and get motivated. The use of games in learning is actually very common in face–to–face learning. The use of game in the context of e-learning trends is game–based learning (Beetham in Doney)[10]. In line with the opinion, the use of a game to enhance the learning process is known as game–based learning. Meanwhile, digital game–based learning or mobile game–based learning is a sort of game in
which the operation is carried out using digital devices [11]. Perhaps, we are now familiar with gamification. The application of gaming aspects in non-entertainment contexts to improve learning is known as gamification [12].

The game is appealing for both children and adults. Furthermore, it has a tremendous influence on their way of life [12]. The benefit of mobile game learning can be seen from technological perspective in which most students choose to utilize their mobile devices. Furthermore, from pedagogical perspective, the use of mobile game learning in online teaching and learning can increase the students’ motivation to learn and improve their learning outcomes [13]. Digital game-based learning can increase learning motivation and student involvement in the learning process, as well as improve students’ learning outcomes and activities [10]. Games-based learning that are commonly applied in online learning are Kahoot, Quizizz, Wordwall. There are several studies mentioning that Kahoot improve the students’ motivation and their learning outcomes [14]. Another study finds that the students become more motivated in online learning with Quizizz 15.

In this article, the writer would like to share ideas of teaching English online using game-based learning. They, hopefully, can be interesting ways to teach online, so that the students will not feel bored instead of they can get motivated. The writer hopes that this article will be useful for teachers in elementary, junior high, and high school to teach during Covid-19 Pandemic especially teaching English.

Theoretical Reviews

Game Applications in English Online Learning

There are a lot of applications that we can use to teach English online in an interesting way such as Kahoot, Wordwall and Quizwhizzer. The teachers can create a game by collaborating Google Sheet with games on www.flippity.net. The teachers can create worksheet via www.liveworksheet.com then share it via Google Classroom as the assignment. In addition, the teacher can use www.learningapps.org to create a simple game.

**Kahoot!**

Kahoot is a quiz-based learning software that makes learning enjoyable. Kahoot! is a free online game that is both fun and social for students and teachers, allowing them to engage both physically and digitally. Kahoot can be accessed easily with browser on a computer, laptop, tablet, and smartphone.

To access Kahoot, the teachers just need to register. They can create their own games or use the games available on Kahoot. There are more than 40 million games that can be accessed easily. After that the teachers just need to share the PIN for playing or assigning the game for the students in the class. There is a leaderboard in Kahoot. Leaderboard in the video game is frequently used to denote rank among those who play in the game. When the students play the game, the teachers can see the leaderboard so that they can see the movements of the students. In addition, there is a podium too, so students and teachers can know who the winners are. Here is the link of Kahoot tutorial example from You Tube, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqf8ovpjnYo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqf8ovpjnYo)

The writer sometimes uses Kahoot to teach in the class. The writer usually creates a multiple choice quiz dealing with the material. The following is example of quiz with Kahoot that the writer ever tries in the class. The writer used this quiz for Introduction to Linguistics course.

![Kahoot Example](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqf8ovpjnYo)

**Wordwall**

Wordwall is a web-based program that allows teachers to create entertaining activity during the learning process. Wordwall can be used to create interactive and printable activities like multiple-choice, grouping, and matching.
There are many templates that the teachers can choose, however, we may only use up to six for free. The interactive games can be accessed with device, such as a computer, tablet, phone, or interactive whiteboard.

Just like Kahoot, to access wordwall, teachers need to register to get an account. Once teachers produced an activity, teachers can distribute it in a variety of ways: such as a URL, or web address to access it. Even teachers can attach it in the school online platform and give the students a code to access it through the www.wordwall.net. There is also a leaderboard on wordwall, so we can see the rank of the students.

Here is the link of tutorial of how to access wordwall https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUwmw65JuLS&t=352s [17]. The following is the example of game on wordwall that the writer uses in teaching Morphology. The writer uses Maze Chase game.

![Maze Chase game](image)

**Liveworksheet**

This platform allows teachers to transform traditional paper worksheets into interactive online worksheets with self-correction. Students can do the worksheets online, and they can see their score immediately after completing the activity. The pupils can then submit their answers to the teacher. This benefits students (it motivates them), teachers (it saves them time), and the environment (it saves paper).

To access www.liveworksheet.com, the teachers need to register to get an account. The teacher can create their own worksheet or can use the available ones on the website. After that the teacher need to share the link to the students. Even, the link can be shared via Google Classroom and set up as an assignment. There are many tutorials of creating interactive worksheet and uploading it in www.liveworksheet.com.

Here are the examples of worksheets that the writer has created for the English online learning; https://www.liveworksheets.com/al25943379y (The worksheet is about verbal and nominal sentence), https://www.liveworksheets.com/rb2597962nv (This worksheet is used to teach Introduction to Linguistics), and https://www.liveworksheets.com/xm2556493ci (This worksheet is for teaching Business English Writing).

After sharing the links via Google Classroom, the writer asked the students to finish the worksheet. Having completed the worksheet, the students can find out their score right away and finally they have to upload the screen shoot of their score in Google Classroom.

**Learningapps**

LearningApps.org is a free web platform that allows teachers to create a variety of online learning activities such as matching, fill-in-the-blanks, word grids (word search) and crossword puzzles, maps, voting, and sorting. The platform contains templates for the most of basic jobs, as well as some novel templates with gamification elements.

The teachers need to create an account by having a registration first. This platform allows the teachers to create various apps for their learning purposes and share them with other teachers who may use the apps or adapt them to match their own teaching aims. One of the best aspects about LearningApps.org is that it is entirely free. The writer creates some apps that match with the material given such as the following: https://learningapps.org/watch?v=ps288h12m521 (this link deals with matching English Proverb with their meaning), https://learningapps.org/watch?v=pj919gj321 (this link is about matching Indonesian and English proverbs with similar meanings), https://learningapps.org/watch?v=pmkdkt50a21 (the students have to rearrange the scramble sentence into a good order of Sales Letter), and https://learningapps.org/watch?v=p6w154gk521 (the students have to put the Business Call dialog into a good order).

**Collaboration of Google Sheet and Flippity**

Flippity is a free website that converts Google spreadsheets into interactive digital manipulatives, games, and tools. The teacher can create games by collaborating www.flippity.net with Google Sheet. There are many games that the
teachers can access such as flashcard, random name picker, bingo, board game, matching pair, etc. Here is the link for making games with flippity [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyEVQsbIYF8][18]. The teacher can access the games freely then publish the games on Google Sheet. After getting the game link, the teachers can share the link to the students in the classroom. Teachers can use the game for teaching English. The writer uses Matching Game to teach Morphology. The writer asks the students to match the words and their affixes. The students just open the cards then try to find the matching pairs. When they are matched, there will be green outline in the card and then the cards disappear. The following is the example of the matching game. The writer created this game for teaching affixes in Morphology. The students have to find cards with affix and the word with that affix such as –or on Translator. When they matched there will be green light and when the students click the cards, they disappeared. They students have to find it fast because there is a counter on the game. The following is the example of the game.

![Figure 3. Matching Game on Flippity](image)

**Quizwhizzer**

QuizWhizzer is a quiz maker that sends participants racing on a track of your choosing. Here is the link of Quizwhizzer tutorial [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jNj5iCi4yd][19]. Quizzes support up to 30 participants who can access the game from any device by entering a unique access code. You can also run multiple quizzes at the same time. When the game is over, teachers can download the result of the game in a spreadsheet with the names of the players and the results of each question. As a kind of game, there is a leaderboard too in Quizwhizzer. Here is the example of game in Quizwhizzer that the writer shares in the classroom. The game is about English Modal Verbs. The students have to answer several questions about modal during the game.

![Figure 4. Quizwhizzer](image)

**Conclusion**

Teachers play an important role in the implementation of online learning during the covid-19 pandemic. Teachers are expected to create interesting and fun online learning so that students are motivated, excited and not easily bored. Teachers need to improve their technological mastery in teaching and learning process. As teachers, we should not feel too late to study about internet technology like game applications that can be used in teaching. Even, teachers should not be ashamed to ask about it to their students about it because they are more technology literate than we
are. There are many game applications for learning such as Kahoot!, Wordwall, Quizwhisser, Learningapps, Flippity and Liveworksheet that can be applied in the classroom. Teachers can study the game application by watching video tutorials on Youtube. Teachers also need to practice alone or together in workshops related to game applications in learning. Even if, someday, learning will be normal (back to face-to-face learning), the teachers can still use this application during the learning.
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